FULLY CUSTOMISED

BLAST-RESISTANT MODULES
SafetySuite is our premier line of customised blast-resistant modular buildings that can provide
the proven peace of mind and uncompromised comfort necessary to get the job done. Backed by
successfully tested, blast-resistant design and virtually unlimited manufacturing capabilities,
SafetySuite offers a durable, comfortable and reliable environment that is unrivalled among
the competition.

A RedGuard and Specialist Services Joint Venture Company

Bespoke designs in line with your specific requirements
Only at RedGuard Specialist Services you can combine all the engineering behind the industry’s best blast-resistant modules with the virtually unlimited amenities of a traditional brick and mortar office building. From
flooring and wall coverings to custom cabinetry and restrooms, we put the power in your hands—the only things
off limits are the unparalleled standards for our strength and safety.
SafetySuites can be used for everything from strategic control rooms, substation buildings, local control rooms,
local equipment rooms, executive offices and conference rooms, to laboratories, kitchen and dining areas, locker
rooms, utility rooms, restrooms and more.

From concept to operation
We provide bespoke design solutions for blast-resistant modules based on your specifications and requirements.
Having in-house engineering and manufacturing capability, we can work with you to ensure that the project specific requirements are satisfied.
1 – CONCEPT: We start each project by studying your site plan, looking at any existing buildings that need to
be considered and reviewing your day-to-day operation to determine a solution that will fit your unique needs.
2 – DESIGN: Next, our team quickly transforms the concept into a full architectural design before sitting back
down with you to choose your building’s finishes.
3 – BUILD: When it comes time for production, SafetySuites are built right in our own factory and shipped directly to you when completed—alleviating bottlenecks and ensuring the highest levels of quality possible.
4 – INSTALL: Once completed, we can deliver your building exactly where you want it and handle all of your installation needs to have you up and running in as little time as possible.
5 – OPERATION: After the installation, we may leave your site but we’ll never leave your side. If you ever have a
question or need a repair, we’re always just one call away.

Plan ahead. Be sure to plan ahead and get us involved in your planning process as soon as possible. By doing so,
we can ensure you get the modules you need in the most economically efficient way possible.
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